Practice Management &
EHR Software

The only software system your eyecare practice
needs from check-in to check-out.

StartYourUprise.com

Uprise is Designed to Improve
The Way You Practice
Designed by ODs for ODs
We set out to improve the way ODs practice with easy navigation, faster exam
documentation, and Hands-free MIPS℠ compliance tracking. We embedded common
tools you nee to run a practice so you don’t have separate payments and tools to
manage.

Enhanced Workflow
Uprise is packed with efficient features like SmartTouch EHR℠, which assigns codes
based on symptoms and severity. In a few taps, your exam is documented, the
invoice is populated, and the claim is ready to submit.

Hands-free Updates
We listen to user feedback to implement the most important requests to our users
every month. And, because Uprise is a cloud-based system, updates happen more
frequently and seamlessly without any action from you and your team.

Multi-Platform, Multi-Device Access
The Uprise EHR works on your tablet, laptop, and desktop. Whether you are a Mac
or a PC user, or prefer to use an iPad or Android tablet, you can quickly click, tap, or
swipe your way through the system.

To learn more about Uprise,
call us at 866.630.2036
or visit StartYourUprise.com

Software Features
PATIENTS
View complete, data-rich profiles for
every patient. These profiles make
managing patient information, reviewing
timelines, and staying organized a snap.

PRODUCTS
We've created a system to help with
everything product related. You can
manage your inventory, submit orders
to your suppliers, and get order status
in real-time.

SCHEDULER
Stay on top of your day with our
customizable scheduler. You can tailor
virtually every setting, and you get
flexible viewing options to match your
preferences.

CLAIMS
Easily submit and track insurance claims
without leaving Uprise. File claims,
receive EOBs, manage ERAs, and view
claim summaries–all with the click of a
mouse.

EHR
Move through the patient encounter
smoothly, with fewer clicks, using our
state of the art EHR. It's robust in
functionality and practical in
workflow.

REPORTS
Our operational, financial, auditing, and
analysis reports give you the visibility
you need to identify and correct issues
before they chip away at your bottom
line.

OPTICAL/CHECKOUT
Maintain control of every aspect of your
practice’s cash flow with a complete
tool for managing invoices, quoting,
recording payments, and handling
adjustments.
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PATIENT PORTAL
Delight your patients by
communicating and educating through
our patient portal. They can fill out
questionnaires, review exam history,
access educational material, and more.

See for yourself the impact Uprise has had on one of your peers:

My staff and I can manage and track a patient’s journey from
check-in through check-out all from one window, cutting down
on having to learn multiple tools or memorize different logins.
Because Uprise is an all-in-one solution, we don’t have to
manage different invoices or worry about integrations working
correctly. More importantly, we were able to add three more
exam slots each day and add $21k in revenue each month.

Dr. Matt Stanley, Eye Care Associates of Manhattan, PA
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Uprise Embedded Tools
FRAMES CATALOGS
Uprise is bundled with frames catalogs
that eliminate data entry, allow for
scanning frames in and out of inventory,
and calculate retail pricing.

PATIENT RECALL
Send automated emails and texts to
your patients for reminders, recalls, and
pre-appointments.

E-PRESCRIBING
Bidirectional communications with alldoctor drug history, submits Rx to the
pharmacy, displays available formularies,
and helps keep your patient safe from
adverse drug interactions, and potential
allergic reactions.

CODE VERIFICATION
Immediate alerts when there are
incompatible CPT code combinations
for services performed on the same
day, or if a CPT and ICD combination is
not allowed.

PATIENT EDUCATION
Interactive patient education helps
patients partner with you to manage
their conditions.

COST SAVINGS WITH UPRISE PRO
All of these embedded tools are
included in your monthly fee, saving
you upwards of $600 each month.
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